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Abstract: Static analysis is a method for detecting code smells and possible software bugs by
examining the source code without executing the
program. While we have considerable experiences
for programming languages with static type system,
especially for C, C++, and Java, languages with
dynamic behavior requires different approaches.
Python is an important programming language with
a dynamic type system, used in many emerging areas, including data science, machine learning, and
web applications. In this work we overview static
analysis methods currently applied for Python, investigate their advantages and shortages, and highlight the restrictions of current tools and suggest
further research directions to tackle these problems. We report our experiences applying static
analysis methods on an open source Python software system where we found numerous issues confirmed by the developers. Based on these findings,
we suggest refined configuration settings on static
analysis tools.
Index Terms: static analysis, symbolic execution,
Python

1. INTRODUCTION
YTHON is one of the most rapidly emerging
programming languages [38]. Being flexible
and expressive, it is very popular to implement
on Machine Learning and Cloud based systems
among others. The popularity is partially derived
from its dynamic behavior: Python is a dynamically typed programming language, i.e. a variable
is just a value binded to a certain (variable) name,
the value has a type but not the variable. Namely,
one can assign a new value with a possibly different type to an existing variable. This would be
a compile time error in statically typed languages
such as Pascal, C, or Java, but allowed in Python.
At the same time, Python is strongly typed, as
operations may fail on an object when the operation is not defined on the actual type of the value
held [39]. More dynamic features, such as calling
methods dynamically, declaring dynamic attributes
(using getattr), and others also increase the
expressiveness and usability of the language.
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However, such dynamic behavior might be an
obstacle when we try to validate the software
systems written in Python. For languages with
static type system, various static analysis methods
exist and are used either as commercial [33], [36]
or free, open source tools [6]–[8], [18]. Although
there are promising projects for Python (see Section 3), they are significantly less expressive than
their counterparts for C, C++ or Java languages.
In the recent years we experienced rapid development of static analysis tools and methods.
Besides proprietary tools we found a fine number
of open source projects with growing developers’
communities [16], [43]. Static analysis is an important aspect in modern software development,
addressed by various academic and industrial
researches, and projects such as Intellectual outputs No. O1 and O2 of the Erasmus+ Key Action 2
(Strategic partnership for higher education) project
No.2017-1-SK01-KA203-035402: “Focusing Education on Composability, Comprehensibility and
Correctness of Working Software” [37], [40].
In this paper, we investigate the possible research directions towards more powerful static
analysis tools for the Python programming language. In Section 2 we evaluate the applicable
analysis methods based on their strength and
weaknesses. In Section 3 we briefly overview
the most important tools and research directions
currently available for analyzing Python systems.
We use two specific tools to compare the Abstract
Syntax Tree (AST) based methods and the symbolic/concolic execution in Section 4. In Section
5 we evaluate static analysis on an open source
software using the feedback from the developers
of the software to confirm true and false positive
results. Our paper concludes with Section 6.
2. STATIC ANALYSIS METHODS FOR SOFTWARE
SYSTEMS

To verify the correctness of a software system
we can choose between methods. The most common solution is to write test cases, either using
white box or black box approach. Although testing
is essential for modern software development, it
is a costly and slow approach which efficiency
greatly depends on the test coverage we achieve.
The earlier a bug is detected, the lower the cost
of the fix is [5], testing is not ideal in this aspect.
Alternatively, we might turn to analyzer tools
that apply various validation methods to find po-

tential or actual misuses in the software. Dynamic
analysis tools run the program in a special environment where they can detect incorrect, erroneous execution. However, tools such as Valgrind [27], or Google Address sanitizer [35] which
work in run-time, evaluate the correctness of only
those parts of the system which have actually
been executed. Such dynamic analysis methods
therefore require carefully selected input data, and
they easily can miss certain corner cases.
In the case of static analysis, we do not run the
software. Instead, the input of the static analyzers
are the source code, and we apply various methods to find dangerous constructs without running
the program. Static analysis is a popular method
for finding bugs and code smells [4] as they do not
depend on the selection of input data while they
can (at least theoretically) provide full coverage of
the code.
Most static methods apply heuristics, which
means that sometimes they may underestimate
or overestimate the program behavior. In practice,
this means static analysis tools sometimes do
not report existing issues what is called false
negative, and sometimes they report correct code
erroneously as a problem, which is called as
false positive. Therefore, all reports need to be
reviewed by a professional who has to decide
whether the report stands. However, if the tool
produces a large number of false positives, the
necessary review process requires large efforts
by the developers, meanwhile they also lose their
trust in the analyser tool. Therefore, when in
doubt, many tools rather choose to drop findings
to minimize false alarms.

2.1. Pattern Matching
In this method the source code is first converted
to a canonical format, and we match regular expression to every line in the source and reports
each match. Although, this method seems to be
very simple, its huge advantage is working on noncomplete source, even if it cannot compile. Additional advantage is the low level of false positives,
as well-written regular expressions have easy to
predict results. Early versions of CppCheck [25]
used pattern matching to find issues in C and C++
programs.
At the same time this method has several disadvantages too. As regular expressions are context
free grammars, we are restricted to find issues
based on information in the close locality of the
problem. Thus, we could not use type information,
name and overload resolution, and cannot follow
function calls. As a summary, we can consider pattern matching based approaches as easy entrylevel methods [26].

2.2. AST Matchers
To provide the necessary context information
to the analysis, we can use the Abstract Syntax
Tree (AST). AST is a usual internal data structure
used by the front-end phase of the compilers [1].
Basically, the AST is a lossless representation of
the program, frequently also decorated with type
information and connections between declarations
and their usage. This representation is suitable for
catching errors that the simple pattern matching
is unable to detect. Such AST based checks
are usually relatively fast. Some rules can even
be implemented using a single traversal of the
AST. That makes it possible to implement such
checks as editor plug-ins. Tools, such as the Clang
Tidy [8] uses AST matching for most of its checks.
While the AST matcher method is more powerful than a simple pattern matching, it has some
disadvantages too. To build up a valid AST requires a complete, syntactically correct source file.
To resolve external module dependences we need
some additional information not represented in
the source itself, such as include path for C/C++
programs, CLASSPATH for Java or BASE_DIR in
Python. That usually means, we have to integrate
the static analysis tool into the build system which
can be painful. Another shortage of the AST
matcher method is that it cannot reason about the
possible program states which can be dependent
on input values, function parameters.
2.3. Symbolic execution
When executing abstract interpretation [11] the
tool reasons about the possible values of variables at a certain program point. Symbolic execution [19], [20] is a path-sensitive abstract interpretation method. During symbolic execution we
interpret the source code, but instead of using the
exact (unknown) run-time values of the variables
we use symbolic values and gradually build up
constraints on their possible values. Memory locations and their connections are represented by
a sophisticated hierarchical memory model [42].
A constraint solver can reason about these values and is used to exclude unviable execution
paths. Most of the high-end proprietary analysis
tools, such as CodeSonar [18], Klocwork [33], and
Coverity [36], as well as open source products
such as the Clang Static Analyzer [7], and Infer [6]
use this method.
Symbolic execution is the most powerful method
for static analysis as it makes profit from the
program structure, the type system, the data flow
information and is able to follow function calls.
However, there is a price for this. To represent the
internal state of the analysis, the analyzer uses
a data structure called the exploded graph [31].
This graph is exponential in the number of control branches (conditions) of the program. This

could be critical, especially for loops, which are
represented as unrolled set of conditions and
statements. This factor makes symbolic execution
also the most resource expensive (in memory and
execution time) method.
2.4. Concolic execution
An interesting mixture of symbolic and concrete
execution is called a concolic execution [34] and
it targets this problem. The main idea is that
we use concrete values for execution driven by
symbolic execution. We start the execution with
an arbitrary input value, we maintain both the
symbolic execution state and a storage for the
concrete values. Whenever the concrete execution
takes a branch, the symbolic execution is directed
toward the same branch. Then the constraint
solver is used to negate the path conditions thus
to choose a new concrete value to cover the other
branch. [2].
The advantage of concolic execution is that the
operations of the program state can be executed
on concrete values, thus it could be implemented
in more simple way and using less resources,
while the SAT solver still helps to follow all the
possible execution paths. Especially for languages
such as Python, where the interpreter could evaluate the analyzed program making possible to call
unmodeled external methods or using third party
modules this approach is seriously extending the
power of symbolic execution.
3. ANALYSIS TOOLS FOR PYTHON
Compiler relies on static analysis to generate
its warnings during compilation time. However, its
primary task is to translate source code, and not
to execute a full scale and costly static analysis.
The Python compiler misses catching a number
of common bugs and errors, therefore already
existing third-party Python static analysis tools are
aiming to cover the catches missed by the actual
compiler. Among the most common actual Python
static analysis tools, the following could be listed
as the most reliable: PyLint [22], Pyflakes [28],
flake8 [10], Frosted [12], Pycodestyle [32], and
Mypy [21]. These tools are open-sourced, and
some of them are still explicitly said to be in
an experimental stage. They are using the AST
method in order to statically evaluate the potential
bugs and errors of the source code.
Currently, PyLint is seen as the most popular
Python static analysis tool, which is free and
capable of not only catching logical errors, but also
warns regarding the specific coding standards. In
PyLint, there is a possibility to write custom rules,
too. There are three types of possible custom
rules: Raw checkers (analyzing each module as
a raw file stream), Token checkers (using list of
tokens representing the source code) and AST
checkers. Most of the checkers are working on the

Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) which is provided by
the astroid [23] library. Adding to the reliability of
PyLint, it is worth mentioning that it is trusted by
many big companies, such as Google [17], which
is mostly relying on PyLint for the static analysis
of its Python code-base. There is also a number
of popular IDEs and frameworks using PyLint for
in-time static analysis of the Python code, some
of which are: PyCharm, VSCode, Django with
PyLint, Eclipse with PyDev etc.
Beside the present static analysis tools, there
are several Python tools (mostly in experimental
status) which are related to symbolic execution
and SMT (Satisfiability Modulo Theories) such as:
PyExZ3 [3], PySym [14], PySMT [24], and minimc [41], etc. Most of them are using the Z3solver [15].
During the research and comparison of the
AST and symbolic execution methods for Python
static analysis in this paper, two tools were used.
PyLint, as the currently most reliable representation of evaluating the AST, and, for the symbolic
execution part, Z3-solver and mini-mc symbolic
model checker, which help to explore the symbolic
evaluation of the source code.
One of the more critical common bugs in Python
that was not caught by PyLint during the research,
nor the Python compiler itself, was the “Closure
bug”. Closure in Python is an important concept
that allows the function object to remember the
values in enclosing scopes even if they are not
present in memory. At the same time, it is prone
to bugs which as shown in the code example on
Listing 1 is very often hardly caught even during
runtime.
1
2
3
4
5
6

d e f g r e e t ( greet_word , name ) :
p r i n t ( greet_word , name )
greeters = l i s t ( )
names = [ " K i k i " , " R i k i " , " Joe " ]
f o r name i n names :
g r e e t e r s . append ( lambda x : g r e e t ( x ,
name ) )
7 for greeter in greeters :
8
g r e e t e r ( " Hi " )

Listing 1: The closure bug
We may expect this code to print:
1 Hi Kiki
2 Hi Riki
3 Hi Joe

But instead it prints:
1 Hi Joe
2 Hi Joe
3 Hi Joe

The closure bug is one of the trickiest issue
without actually causing a run time error. In our
earlier researches we found that only PyLint is
able to catch this problem, reporting a Warning
“Cell variable name defined in loop” which is not
necessary a clear message for the developers
about the specific error they made.

4. COMPARISON OF AST-BASED AND SYMBOLIC
EXECUTION METHODS

In this section, we compare the power of the
AST-based method to the symbolic execution
method. We selected two representative tools for
the two methods, run tests with them, and analyzed the results. Our goal is not only to show
which methods can report more real errors, true
positives, but also which are better avoiding to
report false positives – code snippets that are
correct but falsely reported as a suspicious code
segment.
Most of the present Python tools use the AST
method for static analysis of the Python source
code. We have selected PyLint [22] as one of the
most widely used and powerful static analysis tool
for Python, which is using the AST method based
on the asteroid [23] library.
For the symbolic execution method, we have
chosen mini-mc, an experimental symbolic execution implementation [41], using the Z3’s Python
interface. The mini-mc tool is implementing the
fork-explore-check idea when evaluating symbolic
values. The Python VM tries to convert them into
boolean values at all branches to intercept the
conversion and replace it with a fork statement.
In practice, mini-mc processes all reachable program paths, forking new processes to evaluate
the false branch. It also detects unreachable conditions where the evaluation stops. We selected
mini-mc for its simplicity and demonstrative power.
Analyzing the static analysis methods, we noticed that symbolic execution might be better approach for static analyzing of Python considering
its dynamically typed characteristics. Therefore,
we composed a few examples to see step by
step the symbolic evaluation and then compare
if PyLint as an AST based static analyzer or minimc as a symbolic execution method could catch
better the errors during the analysis, and exclude
false positives in unreachable paths.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

# ! / u s r / b i n / env python3
from mc i m p o r t *
i m p o r t os
import time
d e f f u n c ( arg ) :
i f (1== arg ) :
p r i n t ( " branch11 " , os . g e t p i d
x=1
else :
p r i n t ( " branch12 " , os . g e t p i d
x=0
i f (1== arg ) :
p r i n t ( " branch21 " , os . g e t p i d
y =5/ x
else :
time . sleep ( 3 )
p r i n t ( " branch22 " , os . g e t p i d
y = 4 / ( x +1)
arg = B i t V e c ( " arg " , 3 2 )
f u n c ( arg )

() )
() )
() )

() )

Listing 2: Usage example of mini-mc.

Listing 2 is the very first Python code example
that we used to run a symbolic model checker,
and as it is seen, this program should not report
an error since both if-conditions (in line 7 and
line 13) could be true at the same time and their
bodies could be executed without errors. With this
example we mostly demonstrate the execution
of the mini-mc symbolic model checker. As it is
seen on Listing 3 the program was executed in
a quasi-parallel way. At every branch statement
the program forks a new process, the process id
and the logical assumption is written to the output.
(The use of time.sleep(3) on line 17 is to emphasize the non-deterministic evaluation order of the
branches). When the engine detects unsatisfied
condition, that is also printed as unreachable.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

[7088] assume (arg == 1)
[7090] assume ¬(arg == 1)
[7090] unreachable
[7088] assume (arg == 1)
[7088] assume (arg == 1)
branch11 7088
branch11 7088
branch21 7088
[7090] exit
[7089] assume ¬(arg == 1)
[7089] assume (arg == 1)
[7089] unreachable
branch12 7089
[7089] assume ¬(arg == 1)
[7091] assume ¬(arg == 1)
branch12 7089
branch22 7091
[7091] exit
[7089] exit
[7088] exit

Listing 3: Mini-mc result executing Listing 2.
The Python example on Listing 4 should point
out the power of symbolic execution over the
AST based approaches. The program defines the
variable z in the true-branch of the first if-condition
and uses it in the true-branch of the second ifcondition. As the two if-conditions (line 2 and line
5) could not be true at the same time, if 1!=arg
then the first if-condition body would not be executed but the second if-condition body is executed.
In this case, however, the program becomes faulty
since the variable z was not introduced yet.
1 d e f f u n c ( arg ) :
2
i f (1== arg ) :
3
p r i n t ( " branch11 " , os . g e t p i d ( ) )
4
z=1
5
i f ( 1 ! = arg ) :
6
p r i n t ( " branch21 " , os . g e t p i d ( ) )
7
x=z
8 arg = B i t V e c ( " arg " , 3 2 )
9 f u n c ( arg )

Listing 4: Local variable may be referenced before
assignment. PyLint does not report.
PyLint, as an AST based static analyzer, does
not execute a full path sensitive analysis, therefore it is unable to recognize that the assignment
x=z will be executed only in those cases when
statement z=1 is not. In the same time, PyLint
detects that the variable z is defined in one of the

branches of the if-condition in line 2 and supposes
that it will be used only in this case in line 7.
At the end, conservatively, do not report error to
minimize possible false positives.
When the mini-mc was run the Unbound error
was detected (Listing 5) showing the benefits of
symbolic execution over the AST based methods
for Python as a dynamic language.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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12
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14
15
16
17
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[6324] assume (arg == 1)
[6324] assume (arg != 1)
[6324] unreachable
branch11 6324
[6324] assume (arg == 1)
[6326] assume ¬(arg != 1)
branch11 6324
[6326] exit
[6325] assume ¬(arg == 1)
[6327] assume ¬(arg != 1)
[6327] unreachable
[6327] exit
[6325] assume ¬(arg == 1)
[6325] assume (arg != 1)
branch21 6325
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "./example4.py", line 17, in <module>
func(arg)
File "./example4.py", line 14, in func
x=z
UnboundLocalError: local variable ’z’
referenced before assignment
22 [6325] exit
23 [6324] exit

Listing 5: Mini-mc output on the Listing 4 detecting
the undefined variable error.
On Listing 6 we changed the code in order to
check the behavior of symbolic execution when
instead of concrete values, intervals are used in
the if conditions.
1 d e f f u n c ( arg ) :
2
i f (1 < arg ) :
3
p r i n t ( " branch11 " , os . g e t p i d ( ) )
4
z=1
5
i f (2 < arg ) :
6
p r i n t ( " branch21 " , os . g e t p i d ( ) )
7
x=z

Listing 6: Using intervals in conditions.
In order to enter the second if-condition one
has to also enter the first if-condition and the
unbounded error should not be reported.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

[5243] assume (arg > 1)
[5243] assume (arg > 2)
[5243] assume (arg > 1)
[5245] assume ¬(arg > 2)
branch11 5243
branch21 5243
branch11 5243
[5245] exit
[5244] assume ¬(arg > 1)
[5244] assume (arg > 2)
[5244] unreachable
[5244] assume ¬(arg > 1)
[5246] assume ¬(arg > 2)
[5246] exit
[5244] exit
[5243] exit

Listing 7: Execution result of Listing 6.
The results on Listing 7 shows that the symbolic
execution was working just fine when we used
intervals.

There are certain situations, however, when
symbolic/concolic execution may cause unreasonable false positives. This is derived from the nature
of concolic execution we discussed in Section
2-D. The evaluation is partially driven by the SAT
solver, that is the engine to encounter all execution
paths, but the concrete execution of the statements inside the branches is using a concrete
value chosen by the constraint.
In the example on Listing 8 we execute a
function with an unknown argument arg. There
is a very small possibility, that arg is 42, which
could cause ZeroDivisionError. PyLint static
analyzer does not report such an error, as this
would be most likely a false positive.
1 d e f f u n c ( arg ) :
2
i f arg == 4 1 :
3
p r i n t ( " branch21 " , os . g e t p i d ( ) )
4
else :
5
p r i n t ( " branch22 " , os . g e t p i d ( ) )
6
z = arg − 42
7
z = 99 / z

Listing 8: Concolic execution example
On Listing 9 it could be seen that the symbolic
execution inaccurately reports the possibility of
ZeroDivisionError for the else branch.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

[15532] assume (arg == 41)
branch21 15532
[15533] assume ¬(arg == 41)
branch22 15533
42
Traceback (most recent call
File "example11.py", line
func(arg)
File "example11.py", line
z = 99 / z
ZeroDivisionError: division
[15533] exit
[15532] exit

last):
23, in <module>
17, in func
by zero

Listing 9: Symbolic execution with mini-mc
produces false positive report on Listing 8.
The reason is, that the concolic execution accidentally takes 42 as the sample value for arg
when arg != 41. This makes the otherwise unlikely situation of dividing by zero unavoidable. Although such unlucky situations may be infrequent
in every day development, this false positive could
be extremely annoying.
Nevertheless, at the moment concolic execution
seems to be the most powerful static analysis
method for dynamic languages such as Python,
but this example shows that it is far from perfect
and that there is room to improve it.
5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
For the empirical results on Python static
analysis in practice, PyLint was tested on an
open source software system CodeChecker.
CodeCheker is an analyzer tool, defect database
and viewer extension for the Clang Static Analyzer
and Clang-Tidy – written mainly in Python 3 as
a cooperation between Eötvös Loránd University,

Budapest and Ericsson Hungary Ltd. [9]. Two
main reasons why CodeChecker was chosen is:
first the expectation that it is high quality software
as it is used daily by companies like Google,
Mozilla and others, and second, the availability of
the developers to confirm our findings. Since at
this point of the test, we were specially focused
to find directly logical errors and where not interested in the warnings or code styling reports and
messages, PyLint was run over the CodeChecker
source code with only error reports switched-on.
Several real and particularly interesting error
reports were gathered as a result, and in this
discussion, we will elaborate the reasons behind
them, as well as, summarize the reasoning of their
informative value. Moreover, we discuss the possibilities of the detected true positive errors being
false positives in other cases (and vice versa), in
order to notice if switching a specific error report
off and further customizing the static analyzer
setup might introduce possible improvements to
the power of the static analyzer.
Apart from the empirical results being done for
testing and research purposes, we are glad to
hear that the developers found this immediately
useful enough to start fixing the reported bugs.
The pull request to fix most of these issues can
be found at [13].
5.1. True positives
There were seven particularly interesting and
discussion worthy true positive error reports found
during the test run. To begin with, the report
”Explicit return in __init__” with error code
E0101 was confirmed as a true positive by the
CodeChecker developers. The __init__ method
in Python is a special one, and is called when
allocating memory for a new object. It is not used
for creating new objects, only allocating and initializing, so it should not return any value. However, in
Python very often it happens that the developers
return None in the __init__ method. This
does not distinctly cause a run-time error, but the
return value is meaningless.
The next one, ”Class ’traceback’ has no ’print
stack’ ” member with error code E1101, is a
usual runtime error which occurs when an object
is accessed for a non-existent member. Although
this was confirmed as a true positive error in the
CodeChecker code base, it could be possible, in
other cases, and especially if reported by an ASTbased static analysis tool, that such an error report
is false positive. Due to the dynamically typed
nature of Python, this report could refer to object
members which are created dynamically, and thus
misleadingly predict a run-time error. In effect, this
error can be seen reported in our case as well,
in the false positive reports on CodeChecker with
message Instance of ’BuildAction’ has no ’original
command’ member. There was an object called

’BuildAction’ in the code base, which members
are dynamically set, and this same report there
appears as a false positive.
Afterwards, the following three different true
positive reports had the same error code. These
are worth to analyze separately due to the fact
that each of them being initiated by a slightly
different reason. In addition, having the same
error code for moderately divergent true positive
reports, questions the clarity of the information
in the error reports. As mentioned before, the
format of the description of the error reports,
as well as their clarity, is essential, since it can
significantly influence the time and cost of evaluating the reports by the developers, which is
presently an unavoidable final step in the complete process of the static analysis. One of these
three issues report the message ”Undefined
variable ’traceback’ ”. It is a very typical
error and happens simply because developers
forget to import a specific module. In a similar way,
it suggests that the sys module was not imported.
However, other than the obvious case that this can
happen, plainly by forgetting to import a specific
module, this can also happen, for example, when
developers actually do not forget to import the
module, but they do it in a bad location in the
source code. Namely, it occurs that several lines of
imports are put in a try-catch block, including the
crucial sys module, too. If for some reason, the try
block fails in the middle of execution of the number
of import statements, the rest of the statements
are being left not executed. Thus, the program
continues with the sys module not imported. Of
course, this will be a run time error. The third reports of these has the error message ”Undefined
variable ’msg’ ”, and it is interesting to observe,
because if very simple and naïve. Typing mistakes
are really common errors in the everyday industry
world. Again, the dynamic nature of Python makes
such an error complex enough to get unnoticed
by the compiler, and simple typing mistake which
might seem trivial to us, leads to a real run-time
error, by accessing an undefined variable.
Last true positive error under this discussion is
the one with error code E0102 reporting ”method
is already defined in line 320”. Redefining functions, classes and methods in Python is allowed
since they are also values which can be stored
as variable and you can rebind them and pass
around as you would do in C++ when using function pointers. Functions in Python are first-class
objects and they are defined dynamically, when
we are defining a new function with a function
name of an already previously defined function,
basically that function name is now just bound to
the new function object. Nevertheless, this is still
very often confusing for the developers, therefore
PyLint reports it as a possible logical error. By

looking deeper into the nature of this problem, and
due to many known programming conventions of
writing unique function names, which is not a special exception while programming in Python, too,
one can easily predict that this error report would
usually appear as a true positive and definitely
needs a very good reason to decide to switch it
off while customizing the static analyzer.
5.2. False positives
In the six confirmed false positives, the PyLint
error with code E0611 which for example occurred with message: ”No name ’spawn’ in
module ’distutils’ ” is worth to begin the
discussion with. Due to the improvements in
Python 3.3+ over Python 2.7, this error is currently, by many developers, initially marked as
a false positive, since the rule is written for a
behavior in Python 2.7 which is now improved
in Python 3.3+. In the simplest case, creating
a simple empty __init__.py file in the directory of the module, solves the problem of this
error. The __init__.py file is needed to be
able to treat directories which contain it, as packages. According to the documentation, this prevents directories with common name, to unintentionally hide called modules that occur later
on the module search path. In Python 2.7 these
__init__.py files are a must to be able to import from packages, thus PyLint positively reports
an error here. However, Python 3.3+ introduced
namespace packages which do not need an ordinary list for their __path__ attribute and there is
no parent/__init__.py file. Since there might
be multiple parent directories found during an
import search, not necessarily physically located
next to each other, Python creates namespace
package for the top-level parent package whenever it or its sub packages are imported. A detailed
description can be found in [29], [30]. Knowing
this, we could notice that this particular error could
be a possible true positive only if it is run on a
Python 2.7 version, otherwise when Python 3.3+
is used, it would be the best to disable this error
by customizing the setup of Pyint static analyzer.
Another false positive error is the one with error code E1101 which also occurred in the true
positive findings. As mentioned in the discussion
in 5-A True positives, due to the dynamic nature
of the Python language, such an error report
with message ”Instance of ’BuildAction’
has no ’original command’ member” can
appear as a false positive, since attributes of an
object can be set dynamically during run-time. The
number of true positive findings on this report is
greater than the false positive, therefore we could
not simply switch off this error report in order to
lower the false positive cases. We experienced
that altogether, Pylint reported slightly more true

positives than false positives on the test run.
This suggests that to find real issues in a welldesigned and widely used open source software
system, even the current AST based approaches
are strong enough to contribute to the quality of
the Python software systems.
6. CONCLUSION
Static analysis methods evaluate software systems without running them, applying various
heuristics on the source code to detect possible
code vulnerabilities. Current tools provide less
support for programming languages with dynamically type system, such as Python. Although there
exist some – mainly AST based – tools, their capacity to detect Python-specific errors are yet unsatisfactory. Symbolic execution techniques may
open new directions for supporting Python static
analysis. The dynamic behavior of the language
is better covered by methods, where the change
of the program state is emulated. With the help
of SAT solvers, we can provide full coverage of
the program path (under the resource constraints).
We have shown that even the simplest symbolic
execution tools can find issues otherwise not detected by AST based tools. Especially concolic
execution is one of the most promising method
directions.
Symbolic execution-based analyzer tools for
Python can use powerful SAT solvers, such as
Z3, but currently, they model neither the type of
information nor the most important modules of the
Python language. This is a serious restriction, and
further research should target that area. Nevertheless, the otherwise powerful concolic execution
can also cause unwanted false positives. Based
on our experiments, we suggest using both an
AST based tool and a symbolic execution tool
to maximize the true positives and minimize the
reported false positives.
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